Lucas Knapp

USA Games Sport: Soccer
Age: 15
Hometown: Kansas City, Kansas
Local Team: Bonner Springs
Years in Special Olympics: 2
Other Sports: Bocce

Favorite Fun Facts
- Color: Blue
- TV show: Into the Badlands
- Food: Pizza
- Music: Rap
- Book: Percy Jackson
- Sports Team: Royals
- Hobby: Fishing

“Attending the USA Games is very awesome! It is a once in a lifetime experience that I will cherish!”

Lucas is a high school student who has a dream of becoming a Marine Biologist in the future. In his spare time, he volunteers at the Salvation Army.

Special Olympics has helped Lucas accept more responsibility and has made him a better person. He has learned not to judge people and to be kind to everyone that he meets.

Lucas has earned honor roll recognition for the past 2 academic school years. He is also proud of competing at the state level in powerlifting.

Support Lucas